We demand that the British Government issues through its
Treasury debt-free and interest-free money

……..as it did in 1914!
Overview of our country's current 'debt' situation:
Now, if there is one thing that unites the ordinary decent people of our country, it is the
mutual loathing that we all now have for the private bankers and their political puppets sitting
in Westminster. The former openly commit fraud and then pay themselves huge bonuses
whilst the latter pass legislation to destroy the sovereignty of our nation and then believe
they are entitled to a thirty per cent pay increase. And whilst all this is going on, a gigantic lie
that affects all of us is being allowed to continue unchallenged!
We are told almost on a daily basis, by a compliant and largely controlled corporate media,
that the world is drowning in a sea of debt. They tell us that the Eurozone is on the edge and
we can certainly see that countries like Spain, Portugal, Ireland and Greece are in social
meltdown as their spineless and corrupt politicians meekly surrender the people's
sovereignty, potential and wealth to the bankers and their corporate cohorts. We are told that
the National Debt in the USA is now well over $15 trillion and is virtually unsustainable,
whilst here in the UK it is now over £1 trillion.
As our debts mount up, Cameron and Clegg, with that other puppet Milliband, repeatedly tell
us that severe austerity measures cannot be avoided as our country borrows £100 billion a
year from the bankers in the City of London. "The Deficit must be tackled", they all parrot
together. These loans, they believe, must be honoured even if it means distressing our
armed forces to the point that they can no longer guarantee the defence of our nation. The
bankers must be repaid, they tell us, even if it means cutting back on essential services for
our pensioners, our children and the other vulnerable sections in our society. The 'City' must
be allowed to prevail, they argue, even if it means selling off our key infrastructure and
industries to overseas buyers. To put it very bluntly, our country is being systematically
pillaged of its wealth, security and sovereignty just to keep the money markets happy and
the obscene City bonuses coming in.

The Solution:
But hold on a moment! Let's just analyse what is actually going on here. Let's ask some
really pertinent questions that the bankers and politicians will run a mile from answering.
Let's see where the truth really lies! For starters, let's ask this common sense question that
gets bankers, economists and their compliant politicians running for cover:
Why can’t the British government through its Treasury issue debt free and interest
free money based upon the common wealth, potential and integrity of this country worth trillions - why do our politicians go straight to the private bankers who simply
create money completely out of thin air….just figures on a computer screen….and
when this ‘money’, or more accurately this ‘nothingness’, is received by our
government, we, as taxpayers, start paying the exorbitant interest which is currently
costing the British people in real money at least £125,000,000 a day, or more than
£44,000,000,000 a year?
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The truth is that all of this debt has been arrived at unlawfully by the use of stealth and
deception on the part of the corporate elite based in the City of London, led by the leading
dynastic banking families. Over the last 300 years or more, they have created for themselves
a worldwide network of Central Banks including the Bank of England and the Federal
Reserve. These banks are responsible for issuing the money supply of their respective
countries with debt-based money using 'fractional reserve lending'. "Permit me to issue and
control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws", was the proud boast of
Mayer Amschel Rothschild.
To achieve this control over the world's money supply, the political process of the world has
gradually been hijacked by the private debt-creating bankers. Above our elected
representatives, we have a network of secretive so-called 'think tanks' (such as the
Bilderberg Group) where powerful and influential people meet behind closed doors to
discuss in private the global economy and the political direction of the world. This is FACT,
not some crackpot conspiracy theory. Their ultimate aim is to seek global governance on
their terms by gradually breaking down the sovereignty of individual nations in favour of a
new supremacy of big business and private banking (the European Union superstate being
an important player in this strategy). This corporate takeover can only be achieved if
compliant and treasonous politicians continue playing the game of agreeing to allow their
countries to be sucked even further into debt servitude to these unaccountable corporate
bodies.
One such body is the Bank for International Settlements based in Basel in Switzerland. This
little known, secretive and unaccountable organisation effectively controls the money supply
of the world - it is the Central Bank for the Central Banks. Along with the City of London, this
is the power base that drives and steers the agenda of the corporate globalists. Please take
the time and read these three comprehensive articles that will clarify the enormous
criminality being practiced against all of us.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/who-controls-the-money-an-unelected-unaccountablecentral-bank-of-the-world-secretly-does
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_globalbanking04.htm
http://anticorruptionsociety.com/international/the-city-world-conquest/

Please be aware that there are monetary reform campaign groups already in existence but
they are too tied up with the economic system to see the real solution that is needed. One
such is 'Positive Money' where the key activists, whilst recognising that banks create money
out of thin air and then charge interest and that this absurdity must end, believe that the
Bank of England, the City of London and the Bank for International Settlements are
largely benign institutions that can be trusted. Those of us who know the much big picture
realise that they have a lot of catching up to do!
Today's human race has very largely been put on a corporate treadmill of mass mindless
production set up to meet the false corporate inspired 'needs' of mass mindless
consumerism. And if that wasn't enough, we have corporate-led sport and corporate-led
media and entertainment to help keep the over-whelming majority distracted from ever
finding out the truth about the present human condition. Enough is enough - this corporateled Orwellian attack upon humanity can come to an end by the taking of one simple
action.......and it is up to all of us now to stand up and to demand that our political servants
take that action!
As happened at the outbreak of the First World War in August 1914, we demand that the
British Government immediately starts issuing debt-free and interest-free money through Her
Majesty's Treasury. Based on the wealth, integrity and potential of our country, such an
initiative would meet the security, needs and happiness of the British people whilst setting in
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motion the complete removal of the power that bankers have over humanity. It is game up
for the banking elite! Please read this article here which proves historically that such an act
is both feasible and lawful. http://www.thebcgroup.org.uk/article/bankers-bradburyscarnage-and-slaughter-western-front.

What follows next is a Prerogative Writ of Mandamus sent to David Cameron and George
Osborne on February 11th (with copies sent to Nick Clegg and Edward Milliband) which
demands that the Treasury begins to issue its own debt-free and interest-free money to meet
the security, well-being and happiness of the British people:

Prerogative Writ of Mandamus
A Writ of Mandamus is issued from a court of superior jurisdiction that commands an inferior
tribunal, corporation, Municipal Corporation, or individual to perform, or refrain from performing, a
particular act, the performance or omission of which is required by law as an obligation.
It is a Writ that orders a public agency or governmental body to perform an act required by law when
it has neglected or refused to do so.
WE, THE PEOPLE, have constituted the Highest Court in the Land since the year Twelve Hundred and
Fifteen (1215), and this can be seen by virtue of the fact that we have judged those whom we
choose to be our Public Servants, for many centuries, via the Electoral Process. If it is our Prerogative
to determine our Public Servants, then it must be our Prerogative to tell them how we Wish to
governed.
This Writ of Mandamus is thus the Wish of Us, the Sovereigns who constitute the Peaceful
Inhabitants of the land-masses known as England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. As such,
WE, THE AUTHORS of this Writ, are therefore the AUTHOR(WR)ITIES in this matter.
This Writ is, therefore, a Command that our Elected Servants take the necessary actions (which they
have hitherto neglected to take), to restore the happiness and prosperity of those collective Nations
listed above, by immediately implementing Schedules to the requirements defined in the attached
letter to the Rt. Hon. David Cameron MP, Prime Minister and First Lord of the Treasury, and the Rt.
Hon. George Osborne MP, Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Signed and sealed, for and on behalf of, those SOVEREIGNS in the attached list, by
Veronica
Attachments:

1. Letter to the Rt. Hons. David Cameron and George Osborne
2. Printed List of Sovereign Signatories
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The British Constitution Group
The Annexe,
Scott Lodge
Scott Road
Plymouth
PL2 3DQ
Telephone: 0151 601 4694
Email: info@thebcgroup.org.uk
11th February 2013

To the Rt. Hon. David Cameron MP, Prime Minister and First Lord of the Treasury, and the
Rt. Hon. George Osborne MP, Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Sirs,
We are writing to you not as our political leaders but as our elected servants in government
who are duty bound by oath of office to uphold the Law of the Land as inserted into Magna
Carta 1215 and to protect our ancient sovereignty from foreign intrusion.
Please also understand that this is not a polite request - this is a lawful demand to bring to
an immediate end Her Majesty's Government's involvement with the unlawful debt-creating
banking system that is currently endangering the future well-being, happiness and
sovereignty of the British nation.
What follows are historical and provable facts. Failure by yourselves to immediately carry
out this lawful demand and to redress our legitimate grievance will leave you both
vulnerable to lawful arrests by the British people on the charge of treason. Detailed
research has now exposed that unlawful activities are being undertaken by Her Majesty's
Government at the behest of a corrupt and fraudulent international banking cartel.
Led by the world's elite banking families, this unlawful cabal operates through a shadowy
network of high level and secretive 'think tanks' (including the Bilderberg Group which you
are both very familiar with) as well as quasi international conferences where unashamed
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globalist agenda are displayed in such a way by a compliant mainstream media as to gain
public acceptance by hiding the real truth.
One such long term criminal agendum is the eventual creation of a European Union
superstate by the use of stealth, deception and massive unlawful debt. To succeed here
must result in the obvious demise of the United Kingdom as a sovereign nation and any
involvement by British politicians with such an agendum has to be seen, under our ancient
and tested Common Law, as a clear case of treason.
But the real treason currently being carried out on the British people by Her Majesty's
Government involves the nation's money supply. The crippling debt burden that is currently
shaping the fiscal policies and strategies of our nation has been arrived at by unlawful
means. The so-called 'Deficit' and 'National Debt', which are causing increasing misery for
law abiding families and businesses, not to mention putting at risk our nation's defences,
only exist as a direct result of allowing the private banks to be involved in our nation's
money supply.
As you both know only too well, the private banking corporations, with the gold standard no
longer applicable, create money completely out of thin air - just numbers on a computer
screen, using so-called ‘fractional reserve lending’. Once this ‘nothingness’ has been
transferred over to Her Majesty’s Treasury, we, the poor taxpayers, have to pay real and
earned money to meet the repayments not to mention the interest on this ‘nothingness’. It
is also a simple fact that the private banks create absolutely nothing to cover the interest
demanded thus adding to the nation's ever-increasing debt burden – it becomes a simple
case of robbing ‘Peter’ to pay ‘Paul’. This all has to be viewed, not as clever economics, but
as a clear case of fraud under Common Law.
The increasing austerity measures being undertaken by Her Majesty's Government, along
with the highly invasive and complex taxation system needed to raise ‘real’ money to pay
back the bankers’ ‘nothingness’, is creating a country that is now becoming increasingly
subservient to debt and fear. However, there is one simple action that you can both take
that will reverse our nation's financial misfortunes overnight.......and there are two historical
precedents to prove it can be done!
From reliable inside sources, we now know the full truth about money supply. ‘Money' is
simply a convenient unit of exchange for goods and services that people have complete
confidence in. Contrary to what the private bankers and the Bank of England (and its
controller, the Bank for International Settlements) would have you believe, any sovereign
nation has the lawful and moral right to issue through its treasury its own debt-free and
interest-free money based on nothing more than the wealth, integrity and potential of that
nation. Private debt-creating banking and central banks have absolutely no place in the
lawful creation and issuance of a country's money supply.
This being the case, we now wish to draw to your attention these two historical precedents
which give absolute credence to this fiscal principle of national credit. In other words, there
is nothing whatsoever to stop Her Majesty’s Treasury from being able to issue debt-free and
interest-free treasury notes for the well-being, security and happiness of the British people.
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The first precedent comes from America. At the height of the American Civil War, the US
Treasury warned President Lincoln that further funding would be needed if the Federal
North was to have the resources needed to defeat the Confederate South. The President
initially went to the private banks who wanted between 24 and 36 per cent interest. Lincoln
knew that if he agreed to take the loans from the bankers that he would be putting his
country into a debt noose that would strangle the economic prosperity out of his country
and which would almost be impossible to pay off.
On the advice of a businessman with proven integrity, Colonel Dick Taylor from Illinois,
Abraham Lincoln then made the momentous and lawful decision to print debt-free and
interest-free paper money based on nothing more than the honour of the American
Government. Called ‘Greenbacks’ because they were coloured green on one side only, the
US Treasury issued 450 million dollars worth of these notes and they were immediately
accepted as legal tender by a willing and grateful nation. The war was eventually won and
this very popular new paper currency seemed set to continue. However, with the
assassination of Lincoln just after the end of hostilities, his Greenback legacy sadly died with
him as the private bankers managed to ‘persuade’ Congress to revoke this successful
initiative in favour of the debt-creating National Banking Act which eventually led to the
formation of the privately run Federal Reserve in 1913. Since then, America’s unlawful debt
has risen to over 15 trillion dollars.
The second precedent is much closer to home. At the outbreak of the First World War, the
Bank of England and the private bankers, fearing that people would rush to withdraw their
money thus setting in motion a run on the banks, went to see Lloyd George, the then
Chancellor of the Exchequer. He quickly rushed through the Currency and Bank Notes Act
1914 which allowed His Majesty’s Treasury to immediately start issuing debt-free treasury
notes based on the credit worthiness of the country. Having extended the August 3rd Bank
Holiday by a further three days, the banks reopened for business on August 7 th with these
new treasury notes being immediately accepted as legitimate money by the British people.
The next few months saw some £300 million of these ‘Bradbury’ treasury notes being
printed thus effectively averting any possible financial crisis as Britain mobilised for the
struggle ahead.
However, the private bankers, realising that these debt-free Bradburys would prevent them
from making obscene profits from this terrible war, ‘persuaded’ Lloyd George to agree to
phase out the debt-free treasury notes in favour of returning to the more conventional
loans from the banks whereby interest would be added. The result of this ‘about turn’ in
favour of the bankers was to see Britain’s National Debt go up from £650 million in 1914 to
a staggering £7,500 million in 1919.
Please read this article here at: http://www.thebcgroup.org.uk/article/bankers-bradburyscarnage-and-slaughter-western-front
So there we have it! Our demand is simple and direct. There is absolutely nothing to stop
you, David Cameron, and you, George Osborne, from creating a 21st century ‘Bradbury’
Treasury note based upon the wealth, integrity and potential of the British nation - indeed,
according to the Office of National Statistics in 2010, our Human Capital alone is estimated
at £17.12 trillion! This one action would immediately restore Britain’s sovereignty, economy
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and industries not to mention the well-being, security and happiness of the British people.
As regards the Deficit and the National Debt, these will be taken care of by our ancient and
tested Common Law – a jury will decide as to their lawfulness and if both were deemed to
have been arrived at by unlawful means, then they will be declared null and void. The same
applies to our membership of the European Union. If a jury decides that our original
membership of the EEC was arrived at by the use of deliberate deception, as many believe it
was, then our membership must be declared null and void resulting in immediate
withdrawal with no referendum being required.
In conclusion, may we please remind you again that this is not a letter inviting further
debate - it is a demand for immediate remedy and redress. Failure to comply with this
lawful demand to remove the British economy from the clutches of the criminal bankers by
restoring our sovereign right to issue our own debt-free money will leave you both open to
the charge of treason. People are now waking up to what is really going on and we have lost
patience with the criminality and treason currently being practised by our elected servants
in Parliament as they continue to distress our country’s sovereignty and ability to defend
itself.
As a lawful demand, and in recognition of Article 61 of Magna Carta 1215, we, the
undersigned, will now allow you a period of forty days from the date of this letter to make
the necessary arrangements within Her Majesty's Treasury in order to create a new
sovereign, debt-free money supply based on the wealth, integrity and potential of our
nation to meet the future security, well-being and happiness of the British people.
Iceland has already stood up to the bankers - now it is our turn!
Yours sincerely,

Roger Hayes Chairman of the British Constitution Group

This Prerogative Writ of Mandamus to David Cameron and George
Osborne is supported by the following free inhabitants of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland:
Veronica: Chapman
Kate: Coburn
Sheila: Coburn
Stuart: Hill
Wayne: Bowett
Lee: Wild
Edward: Boyce
Deborah: Williams
Janet: McLaughlin
Glenn: McLaughlin
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Patrick: Rattigan
Michael-Sidney: Watson
Michael: Doherty
Guy: Taylor
Linda: Taylor
Alan: Turk
Tim: Ollerenshaw
Darren-James: Green
Danny: Hammell
Barry: Turner
Ricky: Smith
Wayne-Lee: Rigden
Tony: Duckmanton
Angela: Osborne
Joel: Shepherd
Ian: Moore
David: McCann
Emma: Waites
Yvonne: Taylor (Clan Stewart)
Marcus: Perry
Mike: Taylor
Laurence-William: Dalligan
John-Winston-Palmer: Lloyd
Alan: Mitchell
John: Montague
Tony: Chenster
Rick: Leslie
Gavan: Kearney
Andrea: Dutton L’voe
Gary: Dutton L’voe
Debbie: Wingfield
Rod: Bridger
Charles: Blay
Ian: Rossiter
Robert: Marshall
Thomas: Robb
Phil: Bowen
Shaun: Clough
Chris: Powis
Drew: Cam
Pat: McCarthy
Brian: Montague
Charlie: McLaughlin
Kimberley: Rice
Tafarah: Griffiths
Roger: Gough
Martin: Tiplady
Roger: Hayes
Brian: Gerrish
Mike: Robinson
Carole: Bragg
Louise: Collins
Malcolm: Massey
Justin: Walker
Paul: Arnold
Sheena: Williams
Peter: Lucas
Peter: Parker
Allan: Kelly
Julie: O’Brien
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Jane: Long
Simon: Elder
Paul: Woods
Paul: Smallwood
Joe: Smallwood
John: Knight
Chris: French
Martin: Chambers
Douglas-Albert: Laybourne
Margaret: Wade
Chris: Wintle
George: Wescott
Tracy-Lynn: Wildy
Sonia: Merchant
Sarah: Ledsom
Carole: Kennedy
Mark: Smith
Sue: Rowlands
Stuart: Foxwell
Mark: Cocking
Kevin: Edwards
Michelle: Goldberg
Linda: Joy
Leonard: Lawrence
Malcolm: Treacher
Dave: Knight
Jane: Russell
Angie: Elder
Nick: Green
Penelope: Pullen
Cathryn: Birchall
Carl: Birchall
Brian: Satter
Marilyn: Satter
Danny: Bamping
David: Sandas
David: Taylor
Bernadette: Urmston
Rachael: Urmston
Ian: Downs
John: Ambrose
Gary: Cropper
Christopher: Jones
Si: Johnson
Barry: Rhodes
Stuart: Speak
Keith James: Williamson
Richard: Lee
Edward: Charlton
Gillian: Kelly
David: Grundy
Belinda: McKenzie
Melanie: Eggleton
Sophie: Bird
Christopher J. Payling
Gareth: Hames
Roland: Burrows
John: of Clan Campbell
Chris: Masters
Sachiel Knight
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John: Dee
Adam: Oliver
Neil: Austin
Jason: Ward
Richy: Landry
Paul: Laker
Stuart: Hopkins
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